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from the editor E d i t o r i n C h i e f ■ Wa r r e n H a r r i s o n ■ P o r t l a n d S t a t e U n i v. ■ w a r r e n . h a r r i s o n @ c o m p u t e r. o r g I n days long ago, when you opened a Web page, it very concretely mapped to a specific file, located at a specific place in your file system. For example, in 1996, if you had opened up my home page at www.cs.pdx.edu/~warren/index.html, your client would have asked my server to deliver the contents of the file at /u/home/warren/ public_html/index.html. However, the Internet has since moved from small collections of personal Web pages, carefully crafted in native HTML by computing enthusiasts using vi, to organizations trying to manage hundreds if not thousands of documents. Not surprisingly, this approach didn't scale.
Content management systems
The software industry-always eager to make a buck, always looking for vacuums in the "better mousetrap" space-answered this question by producing content management systems. With CMSs, you no longer have to painfully type your content into a file with HTML tags. Your content doesn't even have to be in a file-you can just populate some fields in a database, and pow! The CMS produces a Web page on the fly that looks just like ones handcrafted by humans. A Web page generator takes an index into the database (say, a totally meaningless string like XPLMKJH), retrieves the content for that index, and uses it to populate the Web page it's going to create. Literally dozens of such systems exist; a list of open source CMSs can be found at www. la-grange.net/cms. This is a really slick solution for Web sites that have lots of frequently changing items without a huge amount of unique content. For instance, online catalogs might contain a stock number, a description, and a price for each item. It seems pointless to create a separate HTML file for each item; it makes much more sense to add this entry to a database and then just extract these items and display them on a preformatted Web layout.
URLs of mystery
This approach has led to what I call "URLs of mystery." In the simplest example, the URL consists of the name of the Web page generator (say a CGI or PHP application), followed by a parameter listing the database index-for instance, www.servestuff.com/buildpage?index= XPLMKJH. The main problem with this is that you really can't tell what's on that page by just looking at the URL. So if I bookmark that link, when I return the next day to see what I bought the night before, how do I know what this jumble of characters points to?
As we all know, the answer is the page title-the string in the upper-left-hand corner of your browser that should be populated from the content database to identify the page contents. The title gets saved in your bookmarks along with the URL, theoretically making it
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Warren Harrison FROM THE EDITOR easy to figure out which URL points where. However, page titles aren't always as helpful as you might think. One of my frequent online shopping sites lists just the company's name in the title for every item you display, so at the end of the day you end up with a list of bookmarks that all have the same title and an undecipherable URL.
Email me a URL, go ahead, I dare you! One of my favorite pastimes is emailing friends URLs of pages I happen to come across while browsing the Web. In Mozilla (my browser of choice), it's easy enough: simply right-click on the page and select "send link." My email client generates a message containing the URL to the page in question and gives me an opportunity to add some notes before sending it off to the lucky recipient.
However, as CMSs have become more ubiquitous, this has become harder and harder to do. Recently, I tried to send a potential author a link to our Author Guide. Shockingly, the URL on that page-www.computer.org/portal/site/ software/menuitem.538c87f5131e2624 4955a4108bcd45f3/index.jsp?&p Name=software_level1&path=software/ content&file=write_for.xml&xsl= article.xsl&-is 170 characters long. Most mail clients end up wrapping the URL across several lines on the receiving end, requiring the recipient to do major surgery on the string just to load the page. Oddly enough, the file this monstrosity points to is actually located at www.computer.org/portal/pages/ software/content/write_for.html-still 61 characters long, but that's a far cry from 170!
Why should we care?
Most organizations that use CMSs find that viral marketing is an important part of their business strategy. Viral marketing is the high-tech version of "word of mouth." I find something about your Web page I like, I send it to three friends, they each send it to three of their friends, and before you know it, that one page view has resulted in dozens, if not hundreds, of page views.
What happens to this concept if I end up having to email a 170-character URL to my three friends? Maybe one of them chooses to do the surgery and stitch the URL back together, but of course their three friends get the URL wrapped across three lines as well. And maybe none of them feel like doing URL surgery. Your message is lost.
Many Web site publishers obviously recognize this. It's pretty common to see a link that says "send this URL to a friend." Well, fine then. Maybe I'll go to the trouble of filling in the form that pops up when I press that buttonmaybe (with Amazon.com I actually have to sign into their secure server with my email address and password, and navigate several different pages just to send a page to a friend). And maybe my friend's spam filter will accept that message from honestjoes.com that contains the URL I just caused to be sentmaybe. And maybe my friend will open that message, even though it's from someone they've never heard of beforemaybe. But I wouldn't want to bet my business on any of these.
How do your users use your application?
The moral to this story is that designers often get wrapped up in technical decisions and believe they won't affect system users, but they're wrong. Do these URLs have to be this long? Given today's content management systems, unfortunately the answer appears to be "yes." But with some judicious design decisions, we can minimize gratuitous URL padding.
More friendly URLs
To illustrate, let's dissect the Author Guide URL I mentioned earlier: www. computer.org/portal/site/software/ menuitem.538c87f5131e26244955a41 0 8 b c d 4 5 f 3 / i n d e x . j s p ? & p Name= software_level1&path=software/ content&file=write_for.xml&xsl= article.xsl&. How many choices did this site's designers have when laying out the content architecture? The first thing that jumps out at me is the choice of a directory structure that's four levels deep. Is it necessary to partition the content into separate directories? I don't know. It's probably important to separate IEEE Software articles from those in IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, but does "portal" really need subdirectories?
The second thing is the obvious selection of a 128-bit hash of (I assume) the file name so you end up with a unique string for each file and avoid collisions. But was it necessary to append "menuitem" to that mess? It's also good to remember here that if someone is inclined to stitch your URL back together, the place where humans have the most trouble is in reassembling random collections of characters. Guess where my email client breaks the URL when it receives it.
Once you get past the hash, we see that the Web page generator (index.jsp) is being sent four parameters: name, path, file, and xsl. How many of these are necessary? Can't the server be configured to default to an "index" page? The URL has already placed us in the "software" directory; do we need a "path" parameter? How about "xsl"? A quick look at the Web site shows that almost all content seems to have an "xsl" of "article.xsl." Is this really necessary?
Contrast this URL (and the other URLs I listed earlier) with the URL to a PC Magazine review of a laptop I am evaluating: www.pcmag.com/article2/ 0,1895,1889060,00.asp. This is simplicity itself. Only 44 characters, and of that 13 of them are for the site's domain name.
Making implementation decisions
I teach my students that when designing systems, there are requirements, constraints, and goals. Requirements are those things that can be articulated and that a system must have. Constraints limit the designers' freedom in meeting the requirements. Because both requirements and constraints can be articulated, you can tell if they're there or not. Saying that a CMS must load a Web page from a MySQL database is a requirement (with a constraint thrown in)-I can come up with a test case to make sure it works and check to make sure you're using MySQL.
On the other hand, goals are those amorphous properties that we just can't (or aren't willing to) spec out. Things like making a system fast, reliable, or … easy to use. Goals are like pornography: I know it when I see it. But goals also provide a basis for decision-making. If the system can be developed in one of two ways and still meet the requirements, goals tell us which way is right. Goals should help us decide if we should stick our content four levels deep, repeat information in URL parameters we already have, and append invariant nine-character strings to 32-bit hashes to construct a 41-character identifier. A system may meet the requirements, but what about the goals?
Producing short URLs
If you've got an unwieldy URL you want to send to people, what can you do about it? Well, there are several excellent resources out there to solve the problem (AddisonWesley, 2003) . Through her writing, teaching, and speaking, she has popularized the use of informal techniques and thinking tools for designers, analysts, and programmers. Among her widely used inventions are object role stereotypes and the conversational form of use cases. Prior to founding Wirfs-Brock Associates in 1997, she spent 15 years at Tektronix, where her accomplishments included managing the first commercial Smalltalk system and managing the Reusable Components Group at Tektronix's TekLabs. After she left Tektronix she served as director of consulting and training for Instantiations, Digitalk, and ParcPlace-Digitalk. She's on the Agile Alliance's board of directors. You might enjoy visiting her blog at www.wirfs-brock.com/rebeccasblog.html.
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